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NOTES
400' Surface Rights Reservation around all Lakes and Rivers.
For status of islands, bays & water of Shoal Lake see Shoal Lake Area Map - M-2339
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OLDSITE
PLEASE NOTE
SOUTHERLY BOUNDARY OF GLASS TWP
IS INDICATED BY HEAVY LINE.
ISLANDS IN THE SHOAL LAKE B INLETS THEREFORE
DO NOT FORM PART OF GLASS TWP.
FOR STATUS OF ISLANDS, BAYS & LAND COVERED BY
WATERS OF SHOAL LAKE SEE AREA MAPS
M-2339 & M-2339A.
MINING CLAIMS, LOCATIONS, SURVEYS, ETC.
WILL BE SHOWN ON PLAN OF GLASS TWP UNLESS
THEY FORM PART OF THE MAINLAND.

NOTES
+400 Surface Rights Reservation around all
Lakes and Rivers.
For status of islands, bays & water of Shoal Lake
see Shoal Lake Area Map - M-2339.
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GLASS Twp M2127
The Township of Glass
District of Kenora
Kenora Mining Division
Scale: 1-inch = 40 Chains

Legend:
- Patented Land
- Crown Land Sale
- Leases
- Located Land
- Licence of Occupation
- Mining Rights Only
- Surface Rights Only
- Roads
- Improved Roads
- King's Highways
- Railways
- Power Lines
- Marsh or Musked Mines
- Cancelled

Notes:
- All boundaries are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All claims are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All surveys are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All minerals are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All water lines are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All mineral claims are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All water claims are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All surface claims are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All road claims are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All power line claims are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All marsh or musked mines are shown by their true bearings and distances.
- All cancelled claims are shown by their true bearings and distances.
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